Treatment for lymphoma

Different lymphomas may need different treatment. This page gives you a brief overview of the types of treatment used for lymphoma and where to find more information about them.
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Our information on types of lymphoma outlines the most commonly used treatments for each type of lymphoma. Your specialist might recommend a different treatment to those most commonly used based on your individual circumstances.

Depending on the type of lymphoma you have and how quickly it is growing, you might have treatment that aims to get rid of the lymphoma completely, you might have treatment to control the lymphoma, or you might not need treatment at all at first. You can find out more about these concepts on the following pages:

• Treatment and remission
• Active monitoring (watch and wait).

There are many different treatments used for lymphoma. If your medical team has recommended that you start treatment, you can find out more about your type of treatment on our detailed pages on:

• Chemotherapy
• Radiotherapy
• Antibody therapy (including rituximab)
• Targeted drugs
• Biosimilars for lymphoma
• Steroids
• Stem cell transplants
• Treatment for skin lymphoma
• Treatment during pregnancy.

Your specialist might suggest that you consider being treated as part of a clinical trial (a scientific study that tests medical treatments). For more information, visit:

• Clinical trials – Lymphoma TrialsLink.

Some treatments are used to relieve symptoms or side effects rather than treat the lymphoma itself. These are sometimes called ‘supportive treatments’ or ‘supportive care’. Other treatments are used to help your remission last longer. This is called ‘maintenance therapy’. We have more information about these on the following pages:

• Splenectomy (having your spleen removed)
• Blood transfusions
• Growth factors
• Immunoglobulin replacement therapy
• Complementary therapy
• Maintenance therapy (including rituximab maintenance).

How is my treatment decided?

Your treatment is planned by a multidisciplinary team of health professionals who are specialists in different areas. Your medical team aims to offer you treatment that has the best chance of successfully treating your lymphoma with the fewest possible side effects or long-term effects on your health. They consider several factors when deciding on the best treatment for you.

Your medical team considers lymphoma-specific factors, such as:

• the type of lymphoma you have
• the stage of your disease
• how fast your lymphoma is growing
• the size of any lumps of lymphoma
• what parts of your body are affected by lymphoma
• your symptoms
• results of genetic tests on your lymphoma, which can tell the doctor if you are likely to respond to certain treatments.
They also consider individual factors, such as:

- how old you are
- your general health
- any other medical conditions you have
- any other medication you need
- any other factors that are important to you.

Children and young people (up to 24 years old) are often given different treatment to adults. If you are under 24 or are the parent or carer of a child with lymphoma, you might want to read our section on lymphoma in children and young people.

Your medical team should talk to you about your treatment before it starts. They should explain:

- the **aim of your treatment** – whether it aims to get rid of all of the lymphoma (complete remission) or as much of the lymphoma as possible (partial remission)
- the exact drugs they want to use
- how your treatment is given
- how often you need to have the treatment and how long it normally takes
- where you have your treatment and whether you need to stay overnight
- any **side effects** or **late effects** (side effects that develop months or years after treatment) you might develop
- any symptoms or signs you should look out for during your treatment
- where to get help if you have any problems during your treatment.

We have compiled a list of questions to ask about lymphoma, including questions about treatment, that you might find useful.

It can be difficult to take in everything you are told. You might want to take notes or record the consultation to help you remember. It may be helpful to bring a relative or a friend to the consultation with you.

If you have any questions about your treatment, get in touch with your medical team. If you haven’t been given a contact number for your specialist nurse or another member of your medical team, ask for it. You can contact your hospital switchboard if you don’t have a contact number.
We have separate information about the topics in **bold font**. Please get in touch if you’d like to request copies or if you would like further information about any aspect of lymphoma. Phone 0808 808 5555 or email information@lymphoma-action.org.uk.
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Tell us what you think and help us to improve our resources for people affected by lymphoma. If you have any feedback, please visit lymphoma-action.org.uk/Feedback or email publications@lymphoma-action.org.uk.

All our information is available without charge. If you have found it useful and would like to make a donation to support our work you can do so on our website lymphoma-action.org.uk/Donate. Our information could not be produced without support from people like you. Thank you.

**Disclaimer**

We make every effort to make sure that the information we provide is accurate at time of publication, but medical research is constantly changing. Our information is not a substitute for individual medical advice from a trained clinician. If you are concerned about your health, consult your doctor.

Lymphoma Action cannot accept liability for any loss or damage resulting from any inaccuracy in this information or third party information we refer to, including that on third party websites.

Neither the Information Standard scheme operator nor the scheme owner shall have any responsibility whatsoever for costs, losses or direct or indirect damages or costs arising from inaccuracy of information or omissions in the information published on the website on behalf of Lymphoma Action.